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  Optotune develops and manufactures industry shaping active optical components that allow customers around the globe to innovate. Founded in 2008, we started out with our core technology of focus tunable lenses, which was inspired by the working principle of the human eye. Laser speckle reducers, 2D mirrors, tunable prisms and beam shifters are further additions to our product lines. Thanks to our deep understanding of optics and mechanics and a passion for technology, Optotune is your ideal partner when it comes to solving challenges where conventional optics fail.
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                Machine vision



              

              
                Optotune’s focus tunable lenses and mirrors are used for barcode reading, robot vision, package sorting, inspection, quality control and 3D imaging.
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                Microscopy



              

              
                Optotune’s focus tunable lenses allow for motionless focusing within milliseconds, thus extending depth of field by factors of 100 or more.
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                Laser processing



              

              
                Optotune’s fast focus tunable lenses and 2D mirrors with precise optical feedback are the ideal choice for 2.5D and 3D laser processing systems that need a large x-y-z-scan-ranges.
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                Ophthalmology



              

              
                Optotune’s focus tunable lenses simplify the design of ophthalmic equipment by offering a million lenses in one.
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                Medical



              

              
                Optotune enables a wide range of optical innovations, such as DNA sequencing, skin treatment, dental cameras or OCT by providing four unique light controlling components.
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                Projection



              

              
                Optotunes’s LSR and XPR technologies offer speckle reduction and extended pixel resolution for consumer and professional projectors.
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                AR / VR



              

              
                Optotune provides compact, lightweight and low power customer specific focus tunable lenses for the AR/VR market to solve the vergence-accommodation conflict, prescription and presbyopia.
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                Compact camera modules



              

              
                Optotune introduces super-macro imaging and optical image stabilization for compact camera modules by providing compact and fast focus tunable lenses and tunable prisms.
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                Automotive



              

              
                Optotune’s 2D mirror is the ideal scanner solution for Lidar systems. Furthermore, the tunable lenses and prisms allow for the implementation of compact and dynamic headlights.
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            Last year the GenICam standard was updated to include features for liquid lens control. We are excited to see yet another camera on the market that has implemented this standard and can provide seamless control of Optotune's liquid lenses!
Opto Engineering’s ITALA G.EL cameras have a built-in current source that can control all of Optotune’s liquid lenses. Thermal compensation is supported to allow for high focus repeatability. Only one cable is needed to connect the lens to the camera’s IO ports.
For more information on Opto Engineering's ITALIA G.EL cameras visit:
https://www.opto-e.com/en/products/itala-g-el-series
Exciting news for imaging professionals! Schneider-Kreuznach's PYRITE 4.0/60 LF and PYRITE 4.0/80 LF lenses can now be ordered with Optotune’s EL-16-40-TC-5D liquid lens elements, providing high-quality imaging. And the best part? The Optotune ECC-1C controller can now be integrated directly into the lens housing, saving space and simplifying configuration. Learn more >
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            Visit Optotune at:
Laser World of Photonics, Shanghai, 20 – 22 March 2024
https://www.world-of-photonics-china.com.cn/en-us/
EXPO21XX
Visit Optotune at the EXPO21XX online exhibition >
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            Optotune Switzerland AG
Bernstrasse 388
CH-8953 Dietikon
Switzerland
Tel: +41 58 856 3000

Email: sales@optotune.com
Sales & support: Contact us
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            Optotune’s standard products are available from our global partner Edmund Optics and local sales partners around the world. Contact us to get in touch with the right people.
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                Optotune Switzerland AG

                388 Bernstrasse,

                Dietikon, ZH, 8953,

                Switzerland

              
            
            
              +41 58 856 3000
              info@optotune.com
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Hours

              Mon 08:00 - 12:00, 13:30 - 18:00

              Tue 08:00 - 12:00, 13:30 - 18:00

              Wed 08:00 - 12:00, 13:30 - 18:00

              Thu 08:00 - 12:00, 13:30 - 18:00

              Fri 08:00 - 12:00, 13:30 - 18:00

              Sat Closed

              Sun Closed
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